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Virtual reality platform makes working

at heights training safe and effective
FTER 18 months in the mak— explains: “Working at height remains eld armed with knowledge that has porate clients. which

ing. the Dekra institute of one of the biggest causes of fatali- been previously instilled. safely yet can scale it up for

Learning (IOL) is proud to ties and major injuries across many effectively." hundreds of users.
announce that its working at heights sectors. including in the engineer- Morsner notes that the training who are then able to

training course on a virtual real- ing. construction, mining and indus- programme is useful across multiple engage in self-paced
ity (VR) and augmented reality (AR) trial environments. ‘Work at height' industries. and is available on the learning, The look—

platform is live — with its PC-based means work in any place where. if Dekra learner management system and-feel can also be

3D e~|earning being a first in South there were no precautions in place. for anyone who wants to do working customised to allow corporates to virtual copy of a working at heights
Africa. This innovative course was an employee could fall a distance at heights training. whether for the showcase their preferred virtual look- environment which learners know in

developed and designed in partner- liable to cause personal injury or rst time, or as a refresher course, and-feel background and branding." real life."

ship with software company Virtutec. even death. Vaden adds: “This virtual reality Morsner adds: "While this func» The training programme operates
Dennis Vaden, Chief Operational To put a lighter spin on a very training course is extremely realistic tionality will be appreciated by our according to self»paced learning.

Ofcer of Virtutec clarifies: “While serious topic. we have created a and gives the effect of being on a corporate clients. it facilitates the and it can be accessed using both
there are other AR and VR training Dekra IOL VR training course. which construction site. allowing the user required learning for their employees virtual reality headsets as well as
courses in existence. we believe that is interactive and informative, and to feel as though they are walking as well, This is because many adults through a laptop.
the programme's ability to offer a 30 offers the user the effect of being and moving around. across multiple prefer to learn in an environment “A facilitator can be available

e-learning module which is PC-based on a construction site. It is important height levels A very useful func- in which they feel comfortable, The to assist and support if required."
for multiple corporate users is a rst to note that the training course is tionality is that, while the content VR training programme can facilitate explains Vaden. “but essentially
in South Africa — something of which also SETAvaccredited. I believe that stays the same. the background can this in two ways: rstly, by allowing the learning is all self-paced. The

we are justiably proud! The working learning is especially effective when change, allowing for the creation them to learn in a physical envi» individual doesn‘t have to complete
at heights training programme is also it is fun, and this training course of various different scenarios - so ronment that they are familiar with all the learning at once — the pro-
applicable to individuals as well as enables anyone to learn about work- that the VR programme can be cus- - for example their own day-to—day gramme remembers where you are,
corporates." ing at heights in a way that is rstly tomised to meet a specific client's company work premises. Secondly, and the multiple modules can be

Christopher Morsner. Head of safe. and secondly entertaining. It needs. by customlsing the virtual learning carried out over time to suit your time
the Training Division at Dekra IOL. equips the individual to go into the This is especially useful for cor- surrounds so that this becomes a availability."
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